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InP Nanowire p-type doping by zinc indiffusion from gas phase

Tuomas Haggren, Gaute Otnes, Renato Mourao, Vilgaile Dagyte, Olof Hultin, Fredrik Lindelöw, Magnus Borgström, Lars Samuelson

Abstract
We report an alternative pathway for p-type InP nanowire (NW) doping by indiffusion of Zn species from the gas phase. The indiffusion of Zn was performed in a MOVPE reactor at 350 – 500 °C for 5 – 20 min with either H₂ environment or additional phosphorus in the atmosphere. In addition, Zn₃P₂ shells were studied as protective caps during post-diffusion annealing. This post-diffusion annealing was performed to outdiffuse and activate interstitial Zn. The InP NWs were characterized with photoluminescence and electrical measurements. The acquired carrier concentrations were in order of >10¹⁷ cm⁻³ for NWs without post-annealing, and up to 10¹⁸ cm⁻³ for NWs annealed with the Zn₃P₂ shells. The indiffused Zn was evident additionally in the photoluminescence measurements.

Introduction
Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) are promising candidates for numerous applications in future, and most notably so in the field of optoelectronics. To the date, the demonstrated applications include solar cells³, LEDs², transistors³ and lasers⁵. For these applications, III-V materials are among the most suitable due to their direct band gaps and typically high carrier mobilities. For InP NWs surface recombination, which can be detrimental to the optical properties, has been reported to be very low⁶. Despite the promising capabilities of InP NWs for solar energy harvesting¹, doping of these NWs poses challenges. Intentional in situ doping has strong effects on the crystal structure and provokes zinc blende (ZB) crystal phase with twinning faults⁷. Such twinning faults could reduce the solar energy harvesting due to charge carrier trapping⁷. Moreover, when growing InP nanowires with the most widely used vapor-liquid-solid technique using Au seed particles as catalysts, p-type doping levels can remain moderate⁸. As a result, creating ohmic contacts to the p-type InP NWs becomes increasingly difficult the lower the doping⁸. An alternative pathway for doping is indiffusion of dopants from gas phase at high temperatures, which has been extensively studied for thin films⁹¹⁸, but has been applied to NWs only recently for materials including InAs¹⁷,¹⁸, Si¹⁹,²⁰ and ZnO²¹. With diffusion doping, electrical transparency to the NW contacts can be increased significantly via high carrier concentrations near the surface¹⁷,¹⁹. Additionally, site selective doping can be performed, e.g. by covering selected parts of the NWs¹⁷,¹⁹.

In this work, we apply diffusion doping to InP NWs. The InP NWs were doped p-type by Zn indiffusion in a metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) reactor, which has showed to provide repeatable diffusion in past research¹⁵. The highest attained hole concentrations were in the order of 10¹⁸ cm⁻³. The optimal conditions for diffusion under H₂ atmosphere and with phosphorus-rich atmosphere are studied. Furthermore, the results show that simpler furnaces suffice for the diffusion process. The indiffusion is examined with electrical and photoluminescence measurements, which are found to be in good
agreement. Moreover, knowledge on Zn indiffusion to NWs is useful regarding unintentional doping when fabricating axial np-junctions.

**Experimental and theory**

The sample fabrication illustrated in Figure 1. First, the NWs were grown by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) in the vapor liquid solid growth mode\textsuperscript{22} from Au catalyst particles placed by nanoimprint lithography in a hexagonal array with a pitch of 500 nm. All wires used in the different indiffusion experiments were grown on substrates from the same imprinted wafer, and stems from the same growth run performed in an Aixtron 200/4 growth reactor with a total gas flow of 13 l/min and a working pressure of 100 mbar. A pre-anneal nucleation scheme was used to improve pattern preservation [Otnes, unpublished]. At a growth temperature of 440 °C, growth precursors were TMIn and PH3, at molar fractions of $\chi_{\text{TMIn}} = 8.9 \times 10^{-5}$ and $\chi_{\text{PH3}} = 6.9 \times 10^{-3}$, as well as HCl at a molar fraction of $\chi_{\text{HCl}} = 4.6 \times 10^{-5}$ to suppress radial growth\textsuperscript{23}. After the NW growth, the Au seeds were removed by immersing the NWs to H$_2$SO$_4$:H$_2$O (1:10) for 10 s, followed by 10 s immersion to KI:I$_2$:H$_2$O (4 g : 1 g : 40 ml), with a DI water rinse in between. This sequence was repeated three times and it removed all of the Au particles. Next, the samples were taken to an Epiquip MOVPE reactor, using a total flow of 6 l/min and a working pressure of 500 mbar, for the diffusion doping process. The diffusion was performed using phosphine (PH$_3$) and diethylzinc (DEZn), at molar fractions of $\chi_{\text{PH3}} = 6.2 \times 10^{-3}$ and $\chi_{\text{DEZn}} = 5.0 \times 10^{-5}$. It is noteworthy here that also sulfur diffusion was attempted with hydrogen sulfide at 500 °C, without any measurable increase in NW conductivity.

![Figure 1. Diffusion doping process for InP NWs. The NWs were grown in a MOVPE reactor, followed by Au seed removal. The NWs were then re-inserted in the MOVPE reactor for Zn diffusion doping and for Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell growth for part of the samples. After the diffusion run or after Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell removal, some of the samples were annealed in an RTP tool (indicated by “annealing” in brackets). Finally, the NWs were characterized with electrical and photoluminescence measurements. The Zn$_3$P$_2$ shells were etched before characterization.](image-url)
Three different types of diffusion doped NWs were prepared: (i) with H₂ background, (ii) with phosphorus protection by PH₃ flow and (iii) with phosphorus protection and additional Zn₃P₂ shell growth. These different types of diffusion runs are clarified in Figure 2. For the samples without PH₃ in the background, the diffusion at high temperature is expected to damage the NW surface. Therefore, different diffusion temperatures (350 °C, 425 °C and 500 °C) were studied in order to find optimal values for diffusion without considerable damage to the surface. For the other types of samples the background was phosphorus-rich (induced by PH₃ flow). The phosphorus-protected diffusion runs included two types: with and without Zn₃P₂ (ref. 33) shell growth. When the shell growth was avoided, the DEZn flow was turned off after the diffusion step. The third diffusion run type, with Zn₃P₂ shell growth, was otherwise similar except for the open DEZn flow during the cooldown. This prevented the possible Zn outdiffusion during the cooldown and formed Zn₃P₂ shells on the InP cores. Diffusion time effects were studied with the Zn₃P₂ shelled NWs with 5 min, 10 min and 20 min diffusions. For the other samples the diffusion time was 5 min.

![Figure 2. Different processes used for diffusion doping.](image)

After the diffusion step, the NWs were either annealed in a rapid thermal processing (RTP) furnace or taken to electrical and photoluminescence (PL) measurements. The RTP processing was performed at 400 – 500 °C for 5 minutes in order to outdiffuse interstitial Zn, or to activate them to substitutional locations. From the Zn₃P₂ shelled NWs, the shell was removed after the post-diffusion annealing. This etching was done in H₃SO₄:H₂O 1:5 solution. The Zn₃P₂ shells were appeared to be completely removed after 10 s of etching. For the sake of certainty 15 s etch time was used, since no effects were observed on the InP core with this etch time. Only exceedingly long (>60 s) etch steps caused some thinning of the NWs. These and other morphological aspects were studied with scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Prior to the electrical measurements, the NWs were electrically contacted using electron-beam lithography (EBL). For this purpose, the NWs were transferred to a silicon substrate with 100nm SiO2 and 10 nm HfO2 deposited on top. Subsequently, a polymer lifting layer was deposited in order to avoid the necessity for thick metal contacts. Finally contact patterns were created using EBL and contact metals were evaporated (Pd/Zn/Pd, 5 nm/20 nm/130 nm) and annealed after lift-off for 5 min at 340 °C in N₂. In this study, 6 nanowires were chosen for contacting from each sample. Due to misalignment during EBL exposure and breakages in the evaporated contact metals, contacting was successful for 1-6 of these 6 NWs per sample. The electrical measurements included conventional 4-point current-voltage measurements and back-gate field-effect transistor (FET) type measurements. The back-gate FET
measurement principle and theory using the drude model is explained in detail elsewhere \(^2^4\). The carrier concentration \(p\) can be obtained from the following expression:

\[
\sigma = pq\mu, \tag{1}
\]

where \(\sigma\) is conductivity, \(q\) is the elementary charge and \(\mu\) is the mobility. The mobility is obtained from transconductance \(g_m\) with

\[
g_m = \frac{dI_{SD}}{dV_G} = C\mu V_{SD}/L^2, \tag{2}
\]

where \(I_{SD}\) is the source-drain current, \(V_G\) is the gate voltage, \(V_{SD}\) is the source-drain voltage, \(L\) is the NW active region length and \(C\) is the capacitance which is calculated here as follows:

\[
C = \frac{2\pi \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r}{\cosh^{-1}((R+h)/R)}, \tag{3}
\]

where \(\varepsilon_r\) is the relative dielectric constant, \(\varepsilon_0\) is the vacuum permittivity, \(R\) is the NW radius, and \(h\) is the distance between the gate and the NW \(^2^4\). Several assumptions are made to obtain equation (3), which cause it to give higher capacitance than in reality \(^2^4\). In this work, \(L\) and \(R\) were acquired from high-magnification SEM images. \(\varepsilon_r\) value of 3.9 was used for \(h = 102\, \text{nm}\), which was based on the dielectric layers between the gate and the NW (100 nm of SiO\(_2\) and 10 nm of HfO\(_2\)). The transconductance was obtained from the back-gate FET measurements by manually fitting a line to the linear region of the measured \(I_{SD}/V_G\) curves. The measurements contained also a non-significant noise component, which rendered the results only approximately correct. This also contributed to the scattering of the data points. For the \(V_{SD}\) values in equation (2), the effective voltage over the active region \(V_{SD,\text{eff}}\) was calculated with

\[
V_{SD,\text{eff}} = \frac{I_{SD,\text{max}}}{\sigma \pi R^2}, \tag{4}
\]

where \(I_{SD,\text{max}}\) was the current with maximum \(V_G\). The values obtained for \(V_{SD,\text{eff}}\) were approximately 10-100 times lower than the used \(V_{SD}\) of 1V, indicating considerable voltage drop at the contacts. Therefore, by using \(V_{SD,\text{eff}}\) the calculated carrier concentrations are 10-100 times lower than by simply using \(V_{SD} = 1\, \text{V}\). It is noteworthy here that since the \(1/\sigma\) factor appears in equation (4), it will finally cancel out the \(\sigma\) from equation (1). Therefore, the conductivity obtained from 4-point measurements is decoupled from the carrier concentration measurements and the results can be inspected separately.

Finally, photoluminescence (PL) was measured from NWs that were broken off the growth substrate and transferred to gold patterned silicon substrates. Measurements were performed at low temperature (4K) in a continuous flow liquid helium cooled cold finger cryostat. The NWs were first excited with a frequency doubled yttrium-aluminum garnet (YAG) laser, with excitation wavelength of 532nm after which the luminescence from the nanowire was collected by a microscope objective, dispersed by a grating monochromator and detected by a thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera.

**Results and discussion**

**Microscopy and electrical characterization**

In order to study the optimal diffusion temperature and feasibility of the diffusion doping to basic oven type tools, the Zn diffusion was attempted under H\(_2\) atmosphere at 350 – 500 °C. SEM images of the NWs before the diffusion run and afterwards are shown in Figure 3. Annealing without phosphorus in
the atmosphere has been shown to deteriorate or decompose InP surface already at 250 – 300 °C, mainly via phosphorus evaporation\textsuperscript{25–27}. Therefore, a diffusion run was performed at 500 °C also with phosphorus-rich atmosphere, i.e. with PH\textsubscript{3} flow on. The SEM images (Figs. 3b-d) show that the diffusion under H\textsubscript{2} had two visible effects on the NWs: surface roughness and nano-sized islands that formed on NW sidewalls and tips. In a study on InP substrate annealing without phosphorus protection, In droplets formed due to loss of phosphorus from the substrate\textsuperscript{28}. The islands on the NW sidewalls are likely created in a similar way, however, due to the Zn-rich environment the islands might contain Zn in addition to In in our case. The islands tended to detach during contact processing and small holes were observed instead (Fig. 3f), indicating that the islands formed in etch pits as suggested in earlier work\textsuperscript{28}. The diffusion under P-rich atmosphere, on the other hand, had no observable effect on the NWs (Fig. 3e). On the contrary, these NWs appeared identical in SEM before and after the diffusion run.
Figure 3. SEM images of an InP NW array after Au seed removal (a), NWs diffused under H2 background (b-d), NW diffused with H2 + PH3 background (e), and NW diffused under H2 after processing (f). All scale bars correspond to 500nm. Conductivity and carrier concentration data from these NWs is presented in (g) with the background and annealing indicated in the label.

The diffusion temperature effects on carrier concentration and conductivity are shown in Figure 3g. The 350 °C diffusion resulted in values that were too small to interpret and is therefore omitted from the graph. It is noteworthy here that non-intentionally doped NWs showed open channel with positive gate voltage (that accumulates electrons) in the back-gate FET measurements. This indicates that the non-intentionally doped NWs were slightly n-type, which is characteristic for MOVPE-grown InP NWs. Therefore, the original n-type doping has to be compensated prior to obtaining the p-type behavior, which in part explains the poor conductivity of the NWs diffused at 350 °C. When the diffusion temperature was 425 °C, the carrier concentration and the conductivity increased notably, giving the measured values presented in Figure 3g. Further increase in the diffusion temperature to 500 °C gave additional ~50% increase in carrier concentration and conductivity compared to the 425 °C diffused sample. This corresponds well to the literature, where optimal temperatures have been reported around 500 °C [10,29,30]. The optimal temperature range results from zinc phosphide growth at lower temperatures and evaporation of Zn species at higher temperatures [29,30].

Post-annealing is an essential part of the diffusion doping process, since a considerable part of the diffused Zn take interstitial positions (Zn), where they can act as donors and compensate the p-type doping [10,12,16,28,30]. Additionally, hydrogen can effectively passivate Zn acceptors [31]. The post-annealing process activates the interstitial Zn to substitutional positions (Zn), and outdiffuses mainly the Zn and hydrogen [16,28,30]. In addition, a slow loss of Zn is indicated by a reduced carrier concentration after prolonged (8 h) annealing in earlier work [15]. While the outdiffusion and activation of Zn (increasing hole concentration) is competing with the outdiffusion of Zn (reducing hole concentration), the latter is a much slower process and therefore typically negligible. In NWs, however, the effect is pronounced due to the high surface-to-volume ratio. In the earlier research with planar structures, the topmost few hundred nm show reduced carrier concentration compared to deep regions of the crystal [10,15,16]. Therefore, outdiffusion of substitutional Zn might not be negligible with NWs and should be taken into consideration when dealing with diffusion doped NWs.

We now turn our focus to post-annealed NWs, i.e. NWs annealed after indiffusion ex-situ under N2 atmosphere at 400 °C in an RTP tool. Figure 3g shows that for the NWs diffused with PH3 protection, the annealing caused little difference in carrier concentration or in conductivity. This can be due to the small number of donor-type Zn after 5 minutes of diffusion, which is supported by findings from core-shell NWs as will be explained later in this paper. Alternatively, the competing processes could be of the same magnitude for these NWs. On the other hand, when the NWs were diffused without P protection under H2, the post-annealing process reduced the carrier concentration and the conductivity. Since the most distinct difference between these NWs is the surface properties, it likely causes the reduction as well, possibly via the introduction of additional trap-like surface states during the post-diffusion annealing step. These in turn could increase the band bending (which is typical for p-InP NWs [32]) and diminish the conductive channel. Since the calculations assumed the channel width to equal the NW diameter, the diminished conductive channel would make the conductivity and carrier concentration values appear smaller. This is in accord with the observed results shown in Fig. 3g, and it is likely that the measured
values only appear smaller after annealing, while the reduction is in fact due to the reduced conductive channel. As for the morphological effects observed in SEM after the annealing, the sample diffused with P protection showed no observable changes, while the nanoislands appeared melted on the sidewalls of the NWs diffused under H₂.

The acquired carrier concentrations in the order of $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ are useful for applications where high carrier concentrations are not necessary. As such, diffusion provides an alternative pathway for p-type nanowire doping, which can be performed ex-situ with any furnace in which Zn species can be introduced under controlled gas flows. This offers new possibilities for planning different structures, since the diffusion takes place only on the areas exposed to the gases. However, numerous envisioned device structures require ohmic contacts for which doping levels of $10^{18} - 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ are desirable. To strive for this, another processing scheme was developed, where the outdiffusion is mitigated with a core-shell structure. By mitigating outdiffusion the activation of interstitial Zn is enhanced as well, since the slower rate of outdiffusion increases the probability of activation. The shell used in this study was Zn$_3$P$_2$, which is typically grown at 300–450 °C in MOVPE. Zn$_3$P$_2$ itself is a direct ~1.5 eV band-gap semiconductor that has recently attracted attention for heterojunction solar cells. Additionally, it has contributed to ohmic contact creation to p-InP. It is noteworthy here that in earlier work the approach of coating diffusion doped InP layers with SiN cap prior to post-annealing has not increased the carrier concentration. This is in contrast to our results, which could be due to the coating material that was Zn$_3$P$_2$ in our work, especially since Zn$_3$P$_2$ has been used as a source material for diffusion doping.

Figure 4 shows SEM images of the NWs diffused with the Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell growth process and electrical measurement data collected from these NWs after removal of the shell. The NWs with Zn$_3$P$_2$ shells appear hexagonal, indicating epitaxial growth (Fig. 4a). However, the rough sidewalls point to a polycrystalline structure. The shells were etched in order to reveal and measure the InP NW cores. The etching was observed to cause little effects on the InP NW, i.e. shallow lines perpendicular to the growth direction appeared on the InP surface (e.g. Fig. 4c-d,f). When the Zn$_3$P$_2$-shelled NWs were annealed at 400 °C, the appearance in SEM remained the same as before the annealing for both Zn$_3$P$_2$-shells (Fig. 4b) and the InP cores after the shell removal (Fig. 4c-d). However, after annealing at 500 °C, the InP cores exhibited serious surface damage (Fig. 4e), indicating that the InP core reacted with the Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell. Therefore, 400 °C was a more suitable temperature for the annealing.
Figure 4. SEM images of an InP NW array after Zn indiffusion and Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell growth (a), 5 min diffused, Zn$_3$P$_2$ shelled NW after annealing at 400 °C before (b) and after (c) shell removal, 10 min diffused NW after annealing at 400 °C (d) and 500 °C (e) (shells removed), and 20 min diffused NW after the shell removal (f). All scale bars correspond to 500 nm. Conductivity and carrier concentration data from the NWs diffused with Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell growth process is presented in (g).

When the electrical measurements were performed on these NWs after the shell removal (without post-annealing with the shell), the carrier concentrations were on the same order of magnitude, $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, as the NWs diffused without the Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell growth (Figures 3g and 4g). This indicates that the shell growth and removal as such had little effect on the electrical properties of the NWs. Additionally, the diffusion time had no major effect on the non-annealed NWs, which is seen as only slight increase in carrier concentration and in conductivity when the diffusion time was increased from 5 min to 20 min. This can be explained either by saturated diffusion already at 5 min, or by even distribution to acceptor and donor type sites of the additional Zn after 5 min. Of these explanations, the latter one is supported by
the measurements on the NWs which were annealed at 400 – 500 °C after the growth and prior to shell removal. Figure 4g shows that the carrier concentration and the conductivity barely increased for the 5 min diffused sample, whereas the 10 min diffused sample shows considerable increase up to $10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ or >100 S/m. Considering that the 10 min diffused sample showed no enhancement if the annealing was performed after the shell removal (see Fig. 4g), it is clear that the Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell was essential during the annealing in obtaining the increased carrier concentration and conductivity. On the other hand, the indiffusion during the first 5 minutes results mainly in substitutional acceptor-type dopants, since the post-annealing did not improve the carrier concentration with the 5 minutes diffused sample. Group III vacancies have efficiently captured diffusing Zn in past research$^{13}$, and in our work these vacancies appear to saturate during the first 5 minutes of diffusion. The subsequent diffusion then increases the interstitial and substitutional Zn nearly evenly, which is seen as a rather stagnant carrier concentration with increased diffusion time, unless the post-annealing is performed with the Zn$_3$P$_2$ shells.

Photoluminescence characterization

In addition to the electrical measurements, the NWs were characterized with photoluminescence. The as-grown nanowires show 4K PL peaks at about 1.42eV and 1.47eV, which correspond to ZB and WZ phases, respectively (Fig. 5). In addition, several weaker peaks emerged around these main peaks, and they are attributed to type II transitions between ZB and WZ phases, and to quantized energies due to alternating phases. On the other hand, NWs with Zn diffusion showed significantly redshifted signal, while the tendency remained to exhibit one or two separate strong peaks accompanied by weaker and shoulder peaks. Examples of PL graphs of Zn diffused NWs are presented in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Typical PL spectra from an as-grown and diffusion doped InP nanowires (5min diffusion under H$_2$ background and with Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell growth process, after shell removal).](image)

PL data from a larger sampling is presented in Figure 6a, i.e. PL peak positions measured from 5-6 individual nanowires from as-grown NWs (marked with 0 min diffusion) and from NWs diffused at 500 °C for 5 – 20 min. For these NWs, the diffusion was performed with PH$_3$ protection and included the Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell growth. After the diffusion and shell removal, the peak positions had redshifted by 50 – 80
meV. Two different groups of strong peaks remain after the diffusion, one in the region 1.33 – 1.36 eV and the other close to 1.41 eV. The value of the higher energy group is close to ZB InP band-to-band transition. However, since this peak was present even in the most heavily diffused samples, it is more likely related to indiffused Zn. Moreover, band-to-band transitions have been absent in previous PL studies on Zn diffused InP\textsuperscript{12,36}. Therefore, a more plausible origin for the 1.41 eV peak is WZ segments that exhibit redshifted signal (likewise to the 1.36 eV peaks that results from redshifted transition in ZB segments).

Figure 6. PL peak positions from NWs diffused with Zn\textsubscript{3}P\textsubscript{2} shell growth process at 500 °C for 5 – 20 min and from a reference sample (a), and from NWs diffused at 350 – 500 °C for 5 min under H\textsubscript{2} atmosphere with or without PH\textsubscript{3} protection (b). The reference samples are marked as 0 min or 0 °C diffusion. The large symbols show the positions of the main peaks, and the small symbols show weak and shoulder peaks. Annealed samples are marked with tilted squares. Asterisk in the label indicates 10 % of maximum laser intensity instead of 3 %.

Regarding the origin of the redshift, PL peaks have been between 1.3 and 1.38 eV in earlier studies on Zn diffused InP\textsuperscript{12,36}. In both of these studies the transitions with low-end energies were attributed to donor-acceptor pairs, where substitutional Zn\textsubscript{s} acts as an acceptor, and interstitial Zn\textsubscript{i} acts as a donor. The donor-type behavior of Zn\textsubscript{i} is supported in several other reports\textsuperscript{10,11,16}, and it results in significantly higher Zn atomic concentration (C\textsubscript{tot}) compared to Zn\textsubscript{s} concentration (C\textsubscript{s}). In the earlier studies, the high-end PL peak energies were obtained when interstitial donor concentration (C\textsubscript{i}) was reduced via
annealing, up to the highest value of 1.38 eV when $C_{\text{tot}}$ equals to $C_i$(ref. 12,36). Comparing the PL peak positions from non-annealed NWs in Figure 6a to these earlier reports, the values correspond to partially outdiffused or activated $Zn_i$, i.e. when $C_i > C_i \neq 0$. On the other hand, p-type InP NWs that were doped during the growth have also showed redshifted signal due to Fermi level pinning and resulting band bending$^{32}$. Therefore, in the case of diffusion doped p-InP NWs, both transitions related to $Zn_i$ and $Zn_{\text{sur}}$, and the band bending effects are likely to contribute to the redshift.

It is noteworthy here that the interstitial Zn can take different locations within the InP crystal, which correspond to various energy positions in the InP band gap$^{12}$. As a result, also the PL peak position varies according to the interstitial lattice site. The local variation of the peak position observed here is also attributed to these different interstitial sites.

Effects of post-annealing on PL were studied with the sample diffused for 10 min with the Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell growth process. This sample was characterized after post-annealing at 400 °C and subsequent shell removal. The annealing resulted in a blueshift of approximately 20 meV, which indicates increased $C_i/C_{\text{tot}}$ ratio. Since the back-gate FET measurements showed significantly increased carrier concentration as well, these measurements are in a good agreement.

In addition to the diffusion time, the diffusion temperature effects on PL were studied. Figure 6b shows PL peak positions from samples diffused at 350 - 500 °C under H$_2$ atmosphere, along with an as-grown reference sample (marked with 0 °C diffusion). The signal redshift already with samples diffused at 350 °C. This suggests that Zn diffusion took place already at 350 °C, while it remained exceedingly low to measurable in the electrical characterization. Additionally, the redshift is smaller than for samples diffused at 425 °C or at 500 °C (Figure 6b). The lesser redshift also suggests that the indiffusion was weaker. The band bending in p-InP NWs occurs due to holes being trapped at donorlike surface states$^{32}$, and a low amount of available holes induces weaker band bending and thus weaker redshift.

Diffusion at 425 °C resulted in a redshift comparable to those at 500 °C with Zn$_3$P$_2$ shell growth, suggesting that this temperature was adequately high for Zn indiffusion. This was seen also in the electrical measurements as the carrier concentration was comparable to the samples diffused at 500 °C. When the diffusion temperature is raised to 500 °C without PH$_3$ protection, the PL signal intensity decreased significantly (not shown here), and the peak positions were scattered and less redshifted. As discussed earlier, the diffusion process without phosphorus protection is expected to damage the NW surface, and this damage is more severe at higher temperatures. The results indicate that diffusion at 500 °C without phosphorus is detrimental to the surface, and the optimal temperature for this process is around 425 °C.

From the samples diffused at 500 °C, the NWs diffused with PH$_3$ protection were measured in addition to the NWs discussed above (without PH$_3$ protection). The PL spectra from these NWs contained one or two clear peaks with few or no weak peaks and shoulder peaks. The peaks were rather scattered between ~1.35 eV and 1.42 eV, while all spectra showed a non-insignificant emission around 1.35 eV. In these NWs, partial outdiffusion of Zn$_i$ might occur during the DEZn-free cooldown. Considering the electrical measurement results, the outdiffusion would not be expected, but it is assumed here that already small changes in $C_i$ can affect the redshift. This is supported by the redshifted PL signal from the sample diffused at 350 °C, from which the electrical measurements showed no improvement, and for which the amount of indiffused Zn was deemed low. The scattered peak positions suggest varying degree of outdiffusion, as it depends on the $C_i/C_{\text{tot}}$ ratio. However, when these NWs were annealed at
500 °C after the diffusion run, the peaks remained scattered through the same energy range, and the only notable effect was broadening of the peaks (which probably results from surface damage during the post-annealing). This suggests that the outdiffusion during the post-annealing did not affect the C\textsubscript{i}/C\textsubscript{i} ratio significantly. In other words, this also indicates that only little Zn\textsubscript{i} was present after 5 minutes of diffusion, as was assumed earlier.

Finally, power dependency measurements are shown in Figure 7. The peaks were separated in two groups, namely around 1.36 eV and around 1.42 eV at full intensity. For the NWs without post-annealing (Fig. 7a), both of these groups blueshifted at similar rates towards higher intensity. For most of the measured samples, the blueshifting occurs even at very low excitation intensities. There are two likely contributors to the blueshift, (i) state filling and (ii) reduced band bending [32]. The state filling (i) results in the lowest-energy transitions being no longer available. These lowest-energy transitions could originate from certain interstitial states that are filled when the number of charge carriers increases. Zn atoms can occupy different interstitial locations that give rise to different donor states in the band gap\textsuperscript{12}, and these states can then become filled as the intensity increases. The other contributor, band bending related blueshift (ii), is explained in detail elsewhere\textsuperscript{32}. In short, the larger number of generated charge carriers diminishes the band bending, thereby raising the electrons near the surface to higher energies relative to the valence band maximum where the holes reside.

![Graph a) and b)](image-url)
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In conclusion, we report p-type doping of InP NWs by Zn indiffusion. The studied diffusion characteristics included carrier concentration, conductivity and photoluminescence, and all of these were found to be in a good agreement. The diffusion takes place at as low temperatures as 350 °C (based on redshifted PL signal), while considerable carrier concentration (>10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}) was acquired from NWs diffused at 425 – 500 °C. However, diffusion at 500 °C without phosphorus protection was detrimental to the NW surface, which was seen as reduced PL signal intensity and in SEM. Therefore, approximately 425 °C is the most suitable temperature for Zn indiffusion without phosphorus protection. When the diffusion at 500 °C was performed with PH_{3} in the background, the surface damage was avoided. Considerably higher carrier concentration up to 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} was obtained when the NWs were coated with a Zn_{3}P_{2} shell and annealed at 400 – 500 °C after the diffusion. The increased carrier concentration required also 10 min diffusion time, and shorter (5 min) diffusion time being insufficient was attributed to Zn occupation mostly in substitutional locations during the first 5 minutes, and to prevailing interstitial locations thereafter. These interstitials can then be activated in the post-annealing step. The annealing step was not beneficial for the NWs without Zn_{3}P_{2} shells, possibly due to competing outdiffusion of substitutional, acceptor-type Zn. The presented results offer an alternative pathway for InP NW doping, with the possibility for selective doping by covering parts of the NWs, which can be useful for various device structures. Furthermore, relatively simple furnaces suffice for the diffusion doping.
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